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Sparse Graphical Factor Models (GFMs)

“Zeros in the precision matrix defines a conditional independence  or 

graphical model” 

Covariance matrix and Precision matrix of sampling model

has off-diagonal zeros, because of the orthogonal constraint on 

has the same sparsity pattern as 



Some Model Attributes

• Data reconstruction (with parameters estimated by MAP )

– Non-orthogonal FA

– GFM

• Non-orthogonal FA

possess the same

sparsity pattern

• GFM arises when SVD is applied to scaled factor loading matrix W

Generally have inconsistent 

sparsity pattern



• Robustness property

has no effect on  

Consider

We have

or

which implies outliers in associated with a single factor clique

e.g.   those           and         involved in                                     can be estimated

independently of the impact of outliers in



• Likelihood 

• Priors 

controls sparsity of factor loading

• Posterior (MAP Estimation for ) 

The set of parameters

are uniform priors,  with



Links to Previous Sparse Factor 

Modeling and Learning

• Sparse PCA. (Jolliffe et al 2003, Zou et al 2006, and 

d’Aspremont etal 2007) When 

• Sparse probabilistic PCA. (Archambeau et al 2009, Guan 

et al 2009)

• Bayesian sparse factor analysis build on nonparametric 

Bayeisan Modeling. (West (2003), Griffiths and 

Ghahramani (2006), Rai and Daume (2009), Carvalho et 

al. (2008))



Variational Mean-Field Annealing (VMA2) for 

MAP Search

• Basic Principle
– Extend objective function

(1)

(1)

The expected complete Data log-likelihood Entropy of w(z) with multiplier T

• The central idea of the VMA2 

Design a temperature-controlled iterative optimization that 
converges to the joint posterior distribution of model 
parameters and parse structure indicator.



• If T =1, 

The inference is equivalent to conventional VB methods.

• Similar ideas have been applied in deterministic annealing EM and 

annealed VB algorithm. (e.g Ueda and Nakano 1998)

• Maximization over w(z) is approaching sequentially

• Note

• (2) does not guarantee convergence to the global optimum, yet 
VMA2 can move freely in solution space and escape local mode.

• The idea of VMA2 can be generalized beyond factor model. 

(2)



Sparse Learning in GFMs

• MAP Algorithm



Conditional Optimization over

The computations procedure for solving (3)

(3)

where



Conditional Optimization over

Each       involves only the following terms

Line 10 of the MAP algorithm compute these value in 

parallel for each factor.

indicates the removal of the corresponding factors 

from the model.

One can obtain

Any specific factor that is inherently very sparse generates a 

smaller value                            and so can lead to           .



• Conditional Optimization over

• Degree of Sparseness

Because of the conditional independence structure of the model, 

each of the            can be computed  in parallel by solving 

The choice of this logit/truncted normal prior is a subjective preference 

and could be replaced by others, such as beta priors.

Differentiating 

w.r.t.                 yields the gradient equation

which is nonlinear in        , and is solved by iteration



A Stochastic Search Variant for Large p



Experiment on Synthetic Data
• 3 variables and 1 factor

Goal : estimate

• 30 Variables and 4 factors

Experiment s were run using three settings





Annealing with Fixed Hyper-paramters



Inference on Degree of Sparseness





Computating Time



Real Data Application

• Hand-written Digit Recognition

• Breast Cancer Gene Expression Study





Application : Breast Cancer Gene 
Expression Study



Additional Comments

• Theoretical question remain about 

precise conditions for the agreement of the sparsity
patterns of covariance and precision matrices in general 
Gaussian  factors models.

• Extension to integrate non-parametric Bayesian 
components for factors.

• Developing novel computational implementation, 
such as distributed computing for high dimension 
problem.

• Applying annealed search methodology to other 
contexts beyond factor analysis.

• Using penalty functions other than entropy might 
generalize VMA2.


